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with the new
technologies and
internet, things are so
much simpler and so
easy and boundaries
are unseen. We are all
so close and at the
same time so far away.
We can do things
together even being
apart. It is amazing
how things evolve and
how life moves on and
changes constantly
making us wiser and more efficient.

Also, through this program I keep finding more ex-candidates
who have participated to programs in the past and we touch base
again. Also, I am pleased to see that slowly and gradually we are

starting to have some new blood in our organization which is
what we really need to focus right now. We need the young

people to join us, to share their views,
ideas and professional development
with us. We are the ones to offer them
the experience and the know how to
help them develop into the leaders of
tomorrow. We need to bring youth and
elderly people together into a joined
force to start creating new programs
and new professional roads, to enable
them get the strings of their
professional development in their

hands and explore, create, service the community in the best
possible way. Together we can do it!

I hope that the effort we are putting now into the
collaboration and integration of Universities and university
students will open new doors to our organization and help us
revitalize and refresh it so our organization will start serving as it
served in the past.

Let us all work towards this and let's put our goal to have
good responses by the time the conference in Greece is taking
place at the end of September 2017. YOU are the ones who will
bring the change and together as a team we can do wonders!

by Maria Christopoulou,

Editor, World News

Happy new year to all! May peace come to this earth and the
world be filled with love, respect, honesty, health and prosperity.

It is with great pleasure and satisfaction that I address this
editorial to you all. My experience as the editor of the World
News for CIF International has gained me a lot of insight into the
different branches worldwide and has made me more
knowledgeable on issues and matters concerning the internal
functions and wishes of the branches themselves as well as the
different countries and their own cultures. CIF opened up my
horizons regarding the multicultural status, has given me a lot of
information on the different living, cultural, and professional
differences and similarities we experience, and it has brought me
closer to all of them. But most important, I have made new
friends, maintained old ones and opened my horizons both
personally and professionally.

The World News Questionnaire helped me collect ideas, see
how branches think and understand better their needs and
concerns. Along with my magazine team we took into
consideration all the responses and requests from the
answers we got out of the
questionnaires to make this new
edition friendlier, more comprehensive
and more appealing to all branches,
including their suggestions and
desires. This issue has tried to cover
other subjects and give more
information to the countries. The aim
is always to produce a magazine
which will reflect the needs and the
thoughts of all its members, and to
inspire others to join our association.

My personal experience with Council of International
Programs (CIP) has always been one of the most valuable and
unforgettable, and the one that I wish to share with others to
help them see all the things I have gained. Much more from
professional development, which can be considered in the top
range, a gain of long-lasting friends from all over the world, the
opportunity to expand my knowledge of people and cultures –
and be more tolerant to change, to differences, to people and to
situations. The maturity and the self-development are
incalculable and infinite.

CIF fellowship has expanded worldwide, and the connectivity
among its members and friends is unbelievable. Now especially,

From the Editor's CornerFrom the Editor's Corner
Dear CIF members and friends,

We need to bring youth and elderly people
together into a joined force to start creating
new programs and new professional roads,

to enable them get the strings of their
professional development in their hands...

Dear CIF friends,
The year 2016 is over. I had the pleasure of working

with you throughout the year. The beautiful moments for
you and yours took over the difficult moments. The CIF
family was touched by the departures this year of pioneers
of our association. We honor them.

They built CIF, we continue the beautiful adventure.
But, let us turn to the future and continue to make our

association live, to make it grow in peace and serenity. The
Peace Projects are developed and go in this direction.
Our programs are building this peace in a world of turmoil
and difficulty. In 2016 Taiwan and Japan proposed new
actions, and in 2017 it is Cyprus and Morocco that begin this
new adventure. Success for all.

The Presidents of National Branches worked together
on the development of CIF in Utrecht, Netherlands at the
end of August 2016. I think we were constructive and I
thank everyone for their positive participation. Let's go on
together. We also honored CIF Netherlands for their
anniversary: 50th birthday…young people still we are!!

Mireille Boucher,
President CIF International

Maria Christopoulou, CIF Cyprus
World News Editor

2017 will be the year of “new encounters
in this global world” in Kalamata, Greece
for the Conference in September. Meta
Kinesis is the theme: beautiful moments
of sharing, friendship and work await us.
Remember to book this event on your
agenda!

Thank you to our friends CIF for
taking care of this beautiful and future-
oriented meeting. Step by step we continue to build the CIF.

Success to all and look forward to the pleasure of
seeing you soon and sharing beautiful moments. Welcome to
new participants in our programs, and with them, continue to
support CIF.

For this New Year 2017, I wish you to live it positively
with your loved ones and also together for the future of CIF.

-

Hellas

ing

Friendships from France,
Mireille Boucher, President CIF International



“

“

The stranger and the enemy, we've seen him in the mirror.”

Love responsibility. Say: It is my duty, and mine alone, to save the earth.If

it is not saved, then, I alone am to blame.”

G. Seferis, “Argonauts”(Mythistorima)

N. Kazantzakis, “Askitiki“ (Salvatores Dei)

Dear CIF members and friends all over the world,

meta-kinesis

META-KINESIS: The change of position in a system where one's

movement steers the movement of the other to maintain stability.

The theme of the 32nd CIF International Conference is META-KINESIS: A

Key Concept for Personal and Global Stabilization.

The Council of International Fellowship (CIF) Hellas in collaboration with

the Hellenic Association of Social Workers will host the next CIF

Conference of CIP USA, CIF and ISP alumni from the past 60 years.For the

second time in CIF Hellas history, we are ready to host a CIF International

Conference.We are more than happy to undertake once more this

responsibility together with the CIF International Executive Committee

(EC) and feel honored to accomplish the work for it.

CIF Hellas was founded in 1978. In June 2017, we are delighted to start

celebrating together our 40th anniversary!

In the aftermath of the latest economic crisis in many parts of the world,

communities worldwide seem to be going through a transitiveperiod

bringingforward a range of culturally divisive issues (racial, religious,

ideological, philosophical). In that context, as individuals and as social

institutions and organizations we are asked to interpret events with a

focus on the living conditions of current and future generations.

We live in a world of parallel , in space, labour, interpersonal

relationships, religion and politics. People are looking for new platforms

and alternative perspectives in ways that guarantee continuity. Borders

are shifting, populations are resetting, economies are crumbling, violence

and terrorism threaten the humanistic tradition and different dogmas are

clashing around the world. Beyond the dramatic effects of forced

migration due to wars or physical disasters, the idea of meta-kinesis

includes historically founded needs, such as (a) looking for the new

experience, (b) researching the unknown, (c) managing change, (d)

challenging mindfulness and alternative ways of life.

In both violent and peaceful instances, there are challenges for the laws,

the social policies, the different cultures, the social values, as well as the

individual that are in continuous interaction and call for new approaches.

CIF International, as a world multicultural organization has embedded

transparency and promotes the connection of individuals, cultures,

services and professionals, to optimize knowledge and experiences from

all over the world, while it searches methods, approaches and

interventions that contribute to the safeguarding of human rights in the

new era of multiculturalism.

During the 2017 CIF, International Conference we will have the chance to

pose questions and explore positions that lead to the acquisition of tools

for a different approach emanating from the on-going rapidly changing

data.

We will mainly discuss and focus on practical models that are already

implemented or are in a process of targeting the promotion of the

sustainable human values of worldwide understanding and peace that we

serve as an international organization.

The thematic areas of the conference theme are:

•

The program will include: keynote speeches, plenary sessions, workshops,

agency visits and sightseeing. All activities of CIF International will be

facilitated during the whole program. There will be time for enjoyment and

fun, either within the official program, or according to the free time of the

participants. A detailed program will be posted in our website at a later

stage.

Visit the official website for all information regarding the 32nd CIF

International Conference:

Participants are asked to submit concept papers for presentations /

workshops by 1st April 2017.

Proposal Deadline: 1st April 2017

Notification: 30th April 2017

Workshop dates: Tuesday 19th September 2017

Call for proposals

We welcome proposals related to the main topics of the conference such

us Meta-kinesis of people due to personal or social reasons, the refugee

crisis, role of the social workers and other social scientists, Meta-kinesis

and human relations, development of skills, dialogue, practices of

empowerment, initiatives and the role of the citizens.

The purpose of workshops is to provide a comprehensive forum and

encourage in-depth discussion of the various issues which will be

developed during the conference. Workshop registration, venue, as well as

proceedings will be handled as part of the main conference.

Proposals should be submitted by email to our scientific committee at

The candidate workshop organizers will be notified of the

decision within a month period.

Proposals should be in PDF format and include the following information:

•

Meta-kinesis of people due to personal or social reasons, the refugee

problem, creation of multicultural societies, role of the social workers and

other social scientists

Meta-kinesis and human relations, exploration of internal and external

drives for meta-kinesis, development of skills, dialogue, practices of

empowerment.

Meta-kinesis,as a means to promote international understanding and

tolerance through the exchange of cultural and personal interaction as it is

experienced by CIF International, Professional Exchange Programs (PEP)

of CIF, Erasmus, etc.

Meta-kinesis and Crisis which can be economic, social, personal that can

challenge mindfulness, exploration of alternative ways of life, solidarity

movementsand advocacy, role of the citizens.

Workshop title

•

•

•

Important dates

Submission guidelines

1st April 2017.

PROGRAM

WEBSITE

ACADEMIC PROGRAM CALL FOR WORKSHOP PROPOSALS

www.synthesispco.com/cif2017

cif.scientific.committee@gmail.comby
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•

•

All authors of accepted proposals are required to register for the

Conference by .

For any questions, please contact the scientific committee via email

Elite City Resort overlooks the magnificent Messinian Bay and offers

numerous and luxurious services, in a wide area of 37.000 sq.m.

throughout the year. The combination of the earthly colors of nature, with

the blue of the sea and the luxury and modern architecture and decor,

converts each stay to a pleasurable experience

Abstract (200-300 words) which should include, the rationale of the

workshop, objectives, learning outcomes, duration, number of

participants (minimum and maximum), any special space or equipment

requests

Authors' name, titles, affiliations, short CV and primary contact email.

30th of May 2017

Contact

18 – 23 September 2017

The registration fees include:

Access to all sessions

Access to the exhibition area

Coffee breaks and meals based on final program schedule

Conference material, including final program

5 night's accommodation including breakfast.

Visit the official website to register on-line or download the registration

•

•

•

•

•

cif.scientific.committee@gmail.com

CONFERENCE DATES

CONFERENCE VENUE

CONFERENCE FEES & PAYMENT

form:

1. Through the on-line registration procedure

2. By bank transfer to the following account:

Alpha Bank

Account Number: 1540 0232 0013 040

IBAN: GR6401401540154002320013040

SWIFT CODE: CRBAGRAAXXX

Beneficiary: SYNTHESIS GROUP S.A.

All bank charges are the responsibility of the payer

We will continue this fundraising effort at the 32nd CIF Conference. Please

bring items from your home country to sell. Each country will have a table

as a market stall. You can sell all the items you bring with you as you would

in a bazaar. If there are only a few participants from a certain country, they

will share a market stall. Items should be representative of your home

country or just things made in your home countries. In the past items to be

sold included small gifts, handmade goods, jewelry, etc. The proceeds

from the Market of Nations would go to the CIF International. The Market of

the Nations will be opened to CIF attendees and local guests.People would

love to taste food that is special in your homeland and buy specific articles

to take back to theircountries as souvenirs. We leave the rest to your

inspiration.

For those participants that wish to stay a few extra days and visit some of

the beautiful and interesting areas of our country we highly recommend

one of the following tours:

Kalamata, Diros Caves, Aeropoli,

Monemvasia, Elafonisos,Sparta,

Mystras, Kalamata

310 € per person in double room

340 € per person in single room

Included: 2 overnights inMonemvasia or Neapolis

ressive places in Greece. Located

on the south-eastern side of Peloponnese, Monemvasia was entirely

carved on the back side of a sea rock in the Medieval times. This huge sea

rock is not visible from the mainland, so that the locals could avoid enemy

attacks. Elafonisos is a small island, well known for its light coloured and

sandy beaches. Mystras, the Byzantine Despotate of the Morea in the 14th

and 15th centuries, offers an experience in a period of prosperity and

cultural flowering.

Kalamata, Ancient Messini,

Mycenae, Nafplio, Kosta, Spetses,

Hydra, Nafplio,Epidavros, Nemea,

Athens

310 € per person in double room

Payment

23-25 September 2017

Cost

Description

23-25 September 2017

Cost

The Diros Caves are a very important natural site. A stimulating trip into

the eternal magic of shapes and colours.Sparta is surrounded by mounts

Taýgetos and Párnon and was the kingdom of Menelaus. The Castle Town

of Monemvasia is among the most imp

http://synthesispco.com/cif2017/Registration/Information

3 days' trip to the Southeast Peloponnese

3 days' trip to the Northeast Peloponnese and the Sarïnic Islands

MARKET OF NATIONS

POST CONFERENCE TOURS
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340 € per person in single room

Included: 2 overnights in Nafplio

Ancient Messini, at 30 km from Kalamata, is one of the most important

excavated cities of Greece. The ancient city is well preserved since it was

never destroyed or covered by a newer settlement. Inside the

archaeological site, the visitor will find sanctuaries, public buildings,

houses, fortifications and funerary monuments. The archaeological site

of Mycenae is the imposing ruins of the one greatest city of the

Mycenaean civilization. The city is indissolubly linked to the Homeric

epics, the Iliad and the Odyssey. Nafplio is a beautiful seaport town in the

Peloponnese, the official capital of Greece in 1829. Spetses, an island

boasting a long naval tradition, is famous for its significant contribution

to the 1821 War of Independence. The rich history and naval tradition of

the island is reflected on numerous sites that are worth visiting. Hydra is

one of the Saronic Islands of Greece, located in the Aegean Sea between

the Saronic Gulf and the Argolic Gulf. The Ancient Theatre of Epidaurus is

the finest and most renowned of its kind, which combines perfect

acoustics with elegance and symmetrical proportions. Nemea,is a town

that combines vineyards with famous wine and the archaeological site.

Kalamata, Athens (Athens sight-

seeing, Cape Sounio)

310 € per person in double room

340 € per person in single room

Included: 2 overnights in Athens

Description

23-25 September 2017

Cost

3 days' trip through the history of 6.000 years in Athens

Description

23-26 September 2017

Cost

Athens, the historical capital of Europe, is dating from the first settlement

in the Neolithic age. In the 5th Century BC (the “Golden Age of Pericles”,

which marks the culmination of Athens' long, fascinating history) the city's

values and civilization acquired a universal significance. Cape Sounio,

with the temple of Poseidon, the ancient Greek god of the sea, dominates

the southernmost tip of Attica, where the horizon meets the Aegean Sea.

Perched on the craggy rocks of Cape Sounio, the temple is enveloped in

myth and historic facts dated from antiquity until the present times.

Kalamata, Athens, Santorini,

Athens

490 € per person in double room

560 € per person in single room

Included: 1 overnight in Athens, 2 overnights in Santorini

The island of Santorini is probably the most intriguing island of Greece.

Just its name is more than enough to unfold in mind stunning sunsets and

scenery, white, red and black sand beaches, impressive traditional houses,

balconies with view to the Volcano and lively night life. All the above, along

with the remains of the antiquity and the myth of the Lost Atlantis justify

the words with which the tourists determine this wonderful island.

4 days' trip to Santorini Island,

the jewel of the Cyclades

Please visit the official website to complete the registration form.

We are looking forward to seeing you all in Kalamata next September!

CIF Hellas Conference Organizing Team

was fortunate to have the opportunity to spend three weeks in
Estonia and Latvia in the spring of 2016 for the CIF Professional

Exchange Program (PEP), which was divided evenly between the
two countries. The program began on May 20 in Tallinn and

ended on June 10 in Riga, and I was part of a group of four
participants: Barbara, aged 60, from the US, Min-Chu, aged 35,

from Taiwan, Izzettin, aged 31, from Izmir, Turkey, (all social workers)
and myself, from the Tel Aviv area in Israel.

At first we all stayed together in a comfortable
apartment near the water in Tallinn. During this time we
underwent orientation together while getting
acquainted with eachother, and started to meet
the members of CIF Estonia. Margit, the CIF
Estonia President, provided us with food and
"goodies" for our stay. On the first day we were
taken by Margit to the Parliament of Estonia
where we had a tour, heard a lecture and had a
meeting with a member of Parliament, a lady
who deals with social welfare issues, and
several other people from CIF and from the
Parliament also took part. Later in the day we
participated in a large meeting with the
members of CIF Estonia, had time to speak with
them personally and each of us (from abroad)
delivered a presentation of our own work and
respective countries. The atmosphere was warm and
welcoming. Following the meeting we were taken to dinner in
a lovely restaurant by the sea, and several CIF local members came
also.

The next day we were given a walking tour of the Old City of
Tallinn, which is beautiful and fascinating, with a CIF member who is
very knowledgeable and she served as our guide. Following this we

ISRAEL
By Judy Shlasky,

CIF Israel

An Israeli Finds PEP in Estonia and Latvia

had more walking tours in other interesting and unique neighborhoods
in Tallinn, and we did quite a lot of walking that day! The pace was
broken by a half hour stay in an ancient cathedral in the city where we
listened (free) to an organ recital of Bach, and a lunch in a lovely
Russian restaurant where we all ordered parishkees, a special filled
Russian pancake, and in the evening we were again invited by CIF
Estonia to a very nice restaurant in an interesting area of the city,
where we dined with several CIF local members and Margit.

On the third day each of us went to our own host
families, Barbara and Izzettin left Tallinn for other

towns for the remainder of their stay in Estonia and
Min-Chu and I remained in Tallinn, each at a

separate host family (fairly close to eachother).
My hostess took me to the local supermarket
and made a point of choosing foods that I like
and planning the meals with me. She also took
me around the neighborhood and showed me
where the bus stops are that I would use, and
the local train station, and showed how to
walk from her house. I was staying with a

young couple with a cute dog. Annie is a social
worker in a big hospital in Tallinn and Artur has

a fish business. I had my own room in their private
house, and was told to take anything I want from

the refrigerator and kitchen, and was made very
welcome. Their house has a large, attractive yard which

we used also.

On the fourth day I began the PEP and each day I visited between
two to four social agencies where I heard lectures, had seminars and
met the staff. There were discussions about the kind of social work
done in each agency and I was also asked about how things are done in
Israel, and we had discussions about the similarities and the

to Be Rich and Rewardingto Be Rich and Rewarding

I gained

a rich and rewarding

experience while learning about

the professional work there

and about the other cultures we visited,

and from meeting all the good

and gracious people

there.
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differences in the social work practice at parallel agencies in Estonia
and Israel. All of the people I met were cordial and cooperative and
showed interest in me and in professional work in Israel. However, I
found that most of the people knew very little about Israel the
country, and did not seem to have opinions regarding events and
policies here. Among the agencies I visited were the Tallinn Municipal
Social Service Agency for Families (multi-service), an agency that
helps victims of “human trafficking” and women trapped in the cycle
of prostitution, the Tallinn Municipal Children's Protective Agency, a
Center for Counseling for Foster and Adoptive Families, a live-in
shelter for women and children, an agency that provides various
services for needy children including a home for them, the social
service of a large hospital, and a drug maintenance center for addicts.

During the weekend there, my hostess took Min-Chu (from
Taiwan) and myself to her home town, Hapsalu, where her parents
live, and we also did a tour of the town and climbed to the top of an
ancient fortress we visited!

The week went fast and in addition to the professional visits we
experienced other things such as: a walk in the "bog" (forest) at the
end of one day, a walk along the beach at day's end, a visit to the dog
training center where my hostess takes her dog for training, an
evening out at an entertainment club where special games are played,
and also at a Russian pub. I visited the Estonian Occupational
Museum by myself. At the end of the 10 days in Tallinn, my hosts held
a farewell party and gathering for Min-Chu and me in their yard, and
most of the local CIF members participated. We also did the CIF
summary and questionnaire for the program. It was quite emotional
and hard to say goodbye!

The next morning we had one more agency visit and from there we
went to the bus station and rode on the bus to Riga, about 4 hours and
40 minutes.

We were greeted in Riga by Ieva, the President of CIF Latvia,
and taken to a welcoming reception for us with the CIF Riga members.
All four participants were present, as the other two (Izzettin and
Barbara who spend time out of Tallinn), also arrived. We were
introduced to all of the local members and there was generous snack
food of all kinds. Following that meeting each participant was taken
home by his/her host/hostess and I stayed with Zina, a lovely lady
who lives alone. The same evening Zina showed me her neighborhood
and the bus stops and informed me of all transport that I would need.

The next day we each began our individual professional programs.
We were also given a guided tour of the Old City of Riga, which is an
architectural gem, and of the Occupational Museum. On another day
we were given a tour of some art deco buildings in a section in the
middle of Riga. I visited the following agencies: the Riga Municipal
Social Service Family Agency, the office of the National Welfare
Ministry in Riga, an agency that is parallel to the National Insurance
Institute of Israel, a center for foster families, a multi-function day-
care center for children, a center that specialized in treating women in
stress including victims of domestic violence, the Riga "Family Court,"
a Mediation Center for families and a clinic for "sand therapy"and the
Riga University School of Medicine and School of Law. I showed my
presentation from Israel to students of Social Work at the School

of Law, as did my colleagues.

During my stay in Riga I went to a performance at their Opera
House, a special treat, to a restaurant-club with live singers (with Ieva
and Barbara), and visited both the Latvian Art Museum and the Jewish
Museum of Riga that tells the story of the Jewish Community. I also
walked around the picturesque Old City by myself.

On one of the weekends In Riga, we were taken on an outing to an
art fair next to a restored village which were fun to visit.

While in Latvia each of the participants was sent to another city
for two days and two nights to experience another setting and see
another part of Latvia with more social agencies. I was sent to Liepaja
on the Baltic Sea, a vacation town. I was greeted there (after a three
and one half hour bus ride) by my hostess and family and given a whirl-
wind tour of Liepaja that evening (still was light out) and then taken
home to stay in a small separate flat adjacent to my hostess' flat.
During my two days there I visited these agencies: a large
rehabilitation center for various kinds of disabilities for all ages, the
Liepaja Family Court, the Liepaja Municipal Social Service for Families,
and an institution that provides permanent housing for homeless
people. I also visited the School of Social Work at Liepaja University. I
was asked to lecture and show my presentation twice while there,
once at the University at my hostesses lesson (she teaches in the
social work school) and once at the Municipal Social Service. Also, my
hostess and family showed me some of the attractions in the town
such as a lovely Russian Church, and took me to see the memorial by
the beach for the thousands of Jews murdered there during the
Holocaust.

I returned to Riga for the end of my stay and my hostess made a
special dinner for me at her apartment in my honor. On the last evening
there was a farewell party/meeting for all four participants, who
completed the PEP, and most of the local CIF members attended. There
were speeches and blessings and much food. Each participant received
the certificate of completing the Estonia/Latvia program and we all
said our goodbyes, sadly. I was very satisfied by the treatment I
received from all of my hostesses in Tallinn, Riga and Liepaja. All were
attentive and kind and did their best to make me comfortable and
satisfied in their homes, and I felt welcome and enjoyed meeting them
and staying with them.

At the end of that meeting I went to the Riga Airport for my flight
back to Tel Aviv, full of emotions and gleaming from the rich and
fascinating experience in Estonia and Latvia. Although there were
some minor things that could be improved, on the whole it was a
wonderful program that worked well and provided much learning and
enjoyment. I gained a rich and rewarding experience while learning
about the professional work there and about the other cultures we
visited, and from meeting all the good and gracious people there. I
truly appreciate the opportunity I had to visit those countries and
highly esteem all of my hostesses who were so gracious and helpful
and were a delight to know. I miss them and also my colleagues who
came from abroad. I am grateful to Margit Radaru in Tallinn and Ieva
Antonson in Riga, as well as Vinita Vitola in Liepaja. I hope to return to
both countries.

Participants and CIF LatviaParticipants and CIF LatviaParticipants and CIF LatviaParticipants and CIF LatviaParticipants and CIF Latvia



CIF-CY announces its first PEP for the year 2017

Professionals working in the field of social work/human

services are invited to apply for the CIF Cyprus 2017

international exchange program. Our goal is to promote

professional cultural and educational exchange for social

workers and professionals working in human services and

share your experiences with us and other international

participants

The program will take place within the framework of the

Erasmus+ International Week of the Cyprus European

University which accommodate a number of academics who

wish to learn from shared experience, acquire new practical

skills or transfer knowledge and good practice

Candidates should be:

professionally qualified and

have professional experience in social work or related area

(psychology, speech therapy)

be able to understand and speak English at a level which

allows the participant to fully participate in the program

be able to attend the entire program

–host family living

Host family living is an important part of the program as it

provides the way to understand and also get the experience

of Cyprus life. This is the foundation of CIF and the

uniqueness of the program: Getting in one snap shot both

professional and social experience with local experienced

professionals.

Program dates

Number of participants

Eligibility for participation

Accommodation

3-8 April 2017

4-6

Financial terms
Participants will pay their own travel expenses to and from

Cyprus Participants are required to apply in their country for a

visa if required

Applicants are responsible for their health insurance and

personal expenses

Registration Fee: 120 euro.

Application forms can be downloaded from the CIF

International website http//www.cifinternational .com/

programs. The completed applications to be sent directly to

CIF Cyprus at “14 Megalou Alexandrou street 2121 Aglantzia

Nicosia, Cyprus”.

The application should be sent by

Introductory meeting aiming to get to know each other

and being introduced to the details of the program.

Presentations by each participant of their work in their own

country as well as their country socioeconomic situation and

cultural trends

Presentations of the Cyprus social /welfare system and

culture by professionals of human services (Social work,

psychology, speech therapy, nursing)

based on the participant’s own specialized

field (expressed in the application) to observe and experience

professional work in the host country.

Social gatherings

Sightseeing in Nicosia

Farewell event/dinner

Cultural event including the market of nations

The fee is used to cover the costs
of organizing the program

January 15, 2017.

Agency placement

Application

Program

Social program

Monday April 3, European University in Nicosia

Tuesday April 4, European University in Nicosia

Wednesday - Friday April 5-7

CIF CYPRUS INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE PROGRAMCIF CYPRUS INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE PROGRAMCIF CYPRUS INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE PROGRAM

CIF Israel Member Participates in CIF Finland PEP
I have been a social worker for about twenty years and it was

my first opportunity to participate in a wonderful CIF professional
exchange program (PEP) in Finland. This was my first exchange
program, my first time in Finland and it also happened to be my
first time to celebrate Israel Independence Day out of Israel. I
celebrated with the Jewish and Israeli community in Helsinki and I
had the honor to meet the Israeli ambassador to Finland. Meeting
and celebrating with the Jewish and Israeli people gave me the
feeling of home and Finland became like my own country.

The day I arrived, waiting for me in Helsinki airport was Valpuri
Sorri, who was the first Finnish lady that I met. From our first
meeting it felt like we had known each other for several years.

We were three participants. The other two participants were
from Spain and Tanzania (three people canceled at the last
moment). We came from different cultures and countries. It was
interesting to get to know each other personally, professionally

CIF Israel Member Participates in CIF Finland PEP
and culturally.

The first week out of three weeks I stayed with my first host
family – an interesting and wonderful woman living in Helsinki who
was sensitive and aware of my needs. I learned about the local
professional aspects of social work, social work methods and
policies in the academic and in practice.

The second week each participant went to another area in
Finland to get a chance to learn more in the professional field of
interest. I went to Oulu to learn about the elderly welfare field. I
had the opportunity to compare their system and method to what
exists in my country. I had an exceptional opportunity to give a
lecture about my work to professional staff and I also ran a
workshop for a group of elderly people in a non-governmental
organization (NGO) in the city of Oulu. I met with NGO volunteer
organization professionals, social workers in agencies working

By Gila Attal, CIF Israel

W o r l d N e w s Page 7CIF
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with the elderly and visited a day care center. The last
day in Oulu I was invited to join a free day with all the
social workers which I enjoyed. It was a wonderful day!

The third week was in Helsinki where we had the
evaluation. On that week we had a day off and so I
went with my host family to visit Tallinn in Estonia for
the first time.

During the program we visited famous places in
the cities, we were introduced to social services and
agencies and to other relevant information in order to
better comprehend the welfare system. The program
was very intense as well as interesting. I was very
curious and wanted to learn more and more about the
cultural and professional aspects, sites and places.
Still, I was given time to rest when I felt tired.

For me personally it was a very welcome and
interesting visit. I learned to know many different
families who shared with me a variety of Finnish
behaviors and lifestyles. We had Finnish sauna, ate
Finnish food and even learned to speak a few words in
Finnish.

All the hosts and the other participants were sensitive,
understanding and considerate of my personal and professional
needs. As a religious Jewish girl who keeps Shabbat and eats only
vegetarian food, I do appreciate the understanding and
consideration. All of them gave me warmth and a feeling of a
home.

I thank them very much! Our good friendship continues from
now and ever!

ident of CIF
Finland and from Edna, CIF Israel president. They both
cooperated to advise me prior to my trip and even helped to get
low-cost flight tickets. When I arrived in Finland I met Leo and
realized even better what a wonderful person he is.

I would like to mention that before I left for Finland I received
a big welcome and help from Leo Heikkilä, pres

Before my arrival, I received e-mails from all my host families
with a sincere invitation. This gesture arose my interest in getting
to know each one of them personally. I was looking forward to
meet those people who have sent to me a warm welcome, opened
their home doors and hearts. Now, I'm looking forward to seeing
them again as soon as possible. I have even started counting the
days!

For me it was a dream… which I was able to fulfill by
participating in a CIF program, traveling to this great, interesting
country, to learn to know these wonderful people whom I will
never forget. It was a great program! I thank the Finnish branch for
their program and I recommend to everyone who wants to be
enriched professionally, culturally and personally, to participate
in a CIF PEP in Finland.

CIF France coordinates a European project: the Local Mission of Saint Florent sur Cher and Prométhée CAP Emploiof Bourges

are engaged in this action. ( mployment of isadvantaged omen: evelopment of Skills in Finding Job and Setting up

Business) is

All the partners met from 10 to 12 October 2016 in Graz, Austria, hosted by the

( erufliches ildungs und ehabilitations entrum) association, which are taking action to return

to work. The sharing of work tools on integration aims to share experiences and to implement new

means to the public concerned.

This project is coordinated by the University of Konya (Turkey), the other partners are the

University of Kirkale (Turkey), Dost Elegitim Insertion Institution in Ankara (Turkey), BBRZ Graz (Austria) Training Institution

( tveni enter), where staff with disabilities from Ljubljana (Slovenia) work, and CIF France works with its local

EDWOD E D W D

BBRZ
B B R Z

Storic STORI C

the name of the project. It concerns the implementation of specific actions for women in precarious situations with a

social, physical or psychic handicap for access to employment.

CIF France Coordinates European Project EDWODCIF France Coordinates European Project EDWOD

FRANCE

CIF France with the Local Mission of Saint Florent sur Cher and Prométhée Cher CAP Emploimeeting in Graz, Austria.

By Mireille Boucher,

President CIF France



partners.

This Erasmus project is financed by European funds. The partners came to Saint Florent sur Cher, France in May 2016. The

next working meeting will be in Ljubljana in Slovenia in April 2017 and the final presentation conference in Ankara in August 2017.

For us it is important to value the actions carried out in terms of integration by local partners that are the Local Mission and

Prométhée CAP Emploi and to show the skills developed in terms of integration. Europe is well represented in the Region Centre

and we continue to promote CIF France and CIF International during these actions.

Israel The First Time–
Will Not Be the LastWill Not Be the Last

GERMANY

Visiting Israel for a professional, social and cultural exchange?

Many of our colleagues and friends were incredulous. However,

both of us, Emma from Catalonia/Spain and Elisabeth from

Germany wanted absolutely to take part in Israel's professional

exchange program (PEP). Happy and also excited about the

letter of acceptance, we took the plane to Tel Aviv in May 2016.

After a hearty welcome at the airport we met all the members of

CIF Israel in the first meeting the next day. On the one hand CIF

Israel presented the program to us for the next 2,5 weeks, on the

other hand we introduced our work. Emma works in basic social

service, Elisabeth works in a probation service. Furthermore, we

recognized that having a meal together is very common for

Israeli people and it is a benefit for the relationship to each other.

We had hummus, tahini, pita bread, falafel and also a variety of

fruits very often during the next days.

Most important were the professional meetings, of

course. These were mainly focused on children and youth at high

risk and service for people with special needs and rehabilitation.

After we had an introduction to the Israel social system in

the Welfare Ministry in Jerusalem, we visited amongst others: a

child protection center, a child and youth village, two women's

shelters, a school for children with attention deficit hyperactivity

disorder, an immigration center in a Kibbuz and a drug

rehabilitation center. In every place we were cordially hosted, we

gained insight into the daily work routine and had the possibility

to exchange experiences with the social workers. It was amazing

for us, that social workers in Israel provide therapy while social

workers in Spain and Germany are not even educated for this.

At the end of partly very exhausting days we were

accommodated warm-heartedly by our host families in

Jerusalem, Tel Aviv and near

Haifa, and took part in their

families' life. We did not only

learn about the Israeli way of life,

but we also participated several

times in the Shabbat dinners on

Fridays and visited the celebration for the Memorial Day and the

Independence Day together with CIF members. Furthermore we

attended the Holocaust Memorial Yad Vashem, which gave us an

intense historical overview on the one side and touched us

emotionally on the other side.

Besides all the professional and cultural aspects, we didn't

leave out sightseeing. City tours to Jerusalem, Tel Aviv and Haifa, a

tour to Akko and to the Rosh Hanikra grottos. Another highlight

was our tour to the Dead Sea, the river Jordan and the fortress

Masada, accompanied by a CIF member and her partner. Our host

families showed us lots of wonderful places in their country, so

that we are sure: Israel for the first time will not be the last time.

We will come back.

By Elizabeth Muehlenkampe,

CIF Germany

Professional/cultural exchanges: an added value or a necessity?
What meaning for Social Workers and other helping professions

in the contemporary globalized society?

CIF Italia Holds Seminar on Professional/Cultural Exchanges:

Working for the Future of CIF Italia

In October 2016 CIF Italia held a seminar, accredited by the social

work licensing board, in Caserta, Italy. There were different

speakers and below you will find a summary of their reports with

the salient points that have stood out in my mind.

The President of CIF Italia (Council of International Fellowship)

introduces the Association founded in 1987 by social workers

coming from all different parts of Italy, north to south, wishing to

promote cultural and professional exchanges with foreign

countries. Through these experiences of professional and cultural

exchange, CIF also tries to contribute to the building of peace in the

world.

The president shows how an exchange program in Italy is

organized:

•

Domenico A. Merola –

a first period of arrival and orientation; three days near Rome;

an introductory period with the

all the participants (a week in S.

Maria C.V. in southern Italy);

a period of specific practical

experience for each participant in

central and northern Italy;

a final valuation;

a placement with hosting families.

•

Since 1990 we have been receiving people from 31 countries

worldwide.

She is Professor of Social Work at “Bicocca University” in Milan and

President of IASSW (International Association of Schools of Social

Work), therefore an expert in International Social Work.

•

•

Annamaria Campanini –

By Bruna Palonta,

retired social worker,

member of CIF Italia

ITALY

W o r l d N e w s Page 9CIF
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Globalization is a theme of great interest for the International

Social Work Community: although it has contributed in

diminishing mortal illnesses, in improving hygienic life conditions,

etc., it has created a greater and greater gap between the rich and

the poor. The purpose of International Social Work is to create

societies which are more sustainable, stable, resilient and

harmonious. (Social harmony is an Asian concept which

corresponds to our “welfare.”)

The major areas of interest of International Social Work are:

Nowadays social services are orientated towards the evaluation of

minor cultures and towards the development of cultural exchanges.

An example is that of family group conferences in New Zealand

with the acknowledgement of Maori values. While studying

migrations, it is very important to safeguard the individual cultures

and traditions in order to enforce personal identity. Also cultural

exchanges help people respect each other and break racial barriers.

In the end, Prof. Campanini wonders if Italian social workers

still have a political commitment towards those policies that

oppose our social work values, while in other countries, like

Spain for example, they have worn t-shirts of a special colour to

show their protest towards the government cuts on social

welfare.

After this presentation, different members of CIF go over their

experience of cultural and professional exchanges in foreign

countries as social workers:

She was one of the founders of CIF Italy and she had an

experience in the USA in 1963 when she was not yet a social

worker, but a youth leader. In those days, the USA, through CIP,

was interested in recruiting young Europeans who could, after a

period in America, go back to Europe and help in developing

stronger democracies. At that time the journey (by ship – eight

days) was paid by the American government.

Maria was placed in a settlement of Italian immigrants in

Minnesota, people that had gone to the USA before the war, but

were still linked to their Italian roots. Their idea of Italy was still of a

very poor country and they were not able to understand that Maria

wanted to go back to Italy. She remembers an experience of great

democracy: they had to build a road and the engineers had

submitted to the citizens' two plans to be voted on. She also

remembers the attitude towards Afro-Americans: although

apparently there was no racial segregation, they were not welcome

in white Americans' homes. Among the photos she shows of those

days of the American way of living, there is one of her participating

in Martin Luther King's march.

She comes to learn of the USA CIP program in 1972 and she applies.

At this time she works as a social worker in the children sector.

When she arrives in New York in 1972 she finds another 183

participants from 53 different countries. She is placed with ten rich

American families and she is able to visit Family and Children

Services. She comes to know of foster care and foster families, not

yet known in Italy at this time. Towards the end she can follow the

“cases” autonomously and she remembers the local professionals

saying to her: “You feel like an old shoe,” which is a compliment.

Giovanna shows some photos too: a few about the hosting rich

families and one about her participating in a demonstration against

the Vietnam War. Also in the Seventies the flight is paid and she gets

a weekly allowance.

Silvio remembers his three-month stay in India in 1986. Actually he

had already participated in a CIP program in the USA. India is a very

vast country, with very deep social disparities. He is placed with

rich families, but at work he is able to experience living conditions

of the very poor. In rural areas he can see people walking a long

distance to get water. He visits a community for drug

•

•

•

•

•

migration

conflicts

divisions based on gender, race, ethnic groups, religion

exploitation of children

widespread of illnesses

Maria Lorenzoni Stefani –

Giovanna Lucchini –

Silvio Macera –

addicts who have to pay for their treatment, an agency for the

disabled, and a centre founded by Mother Theresa of Calcutta. He is

impressed by the high professional motivation, in spite of the high

frustration.

She talks about her six weeks experience in Sweden in 1998, born

from a desire for change and professional curiosity. She recalls a

very deep human experience, with both the hosting families and the

other members of the CIF program. She comes back to Italy

convinced that social work can be improved.

She goes back over her two-month experience in France in 1997.

France is emotionally important to her as part of her family lived

there. After a first orientation period in Paris, she moves to middle

France where she works with the immigrants, the family services,

an emergency services for the homeless, where there is a team

formed by a doctor, a nurse and a social worker. She remembers

large teams of staff, their respect for the immigrants' culture, the

very warm welcome she receives, the certificate she gets at the end

which will be useful in her curriculum.

He talks about his experience in Argentina in 2010. Argentina was

the European country in South America, but after the crisis of 2001

the middle class has become the poor class and Buenos Aires has

become a huge city with deep differences. Marco observes different

social realities: in psychiatry they try to cure the patient on the

territory with work facilities; he sees a unit open 24- hours-a-day

with different professionals that give free food and medicines to the

population. He learns how much some Italian social patterns are

known and appreciated in Argentina, specifically they imported our

psychiatric model (BASAGLIA) and our disabled model (ANFAS).

She has just returned from an enriching experience in Scotland

where she wanted to go, as the base project she is working on in

Modena comes from Scotland. She works with children. In Scotland

she finds out that a great number of professionals are working with

only one child; there is a high number of meetings; a small number

of children followed (14 versus 150 in the city of Modena) and yet

social professionals report a high level of stress.

The CIF President has invited a family that usually hosts our

participants from abroad. Dr. Longobardi, a pediatrician, talks about

his experience, by listing what he considers the strong and the weak

points of having people of different culture and traditions in his

home:

Barbara Bellotto –

Patrizia Biorci –

Marco Gasperi –

Paola Neri –

Host Family –

Mimmo Merola, president of CIF Italia, speaking at seminar.

Strong points

• curiosity

sharing

cultural enrichment

English language practice

education of children

possibility of new friends

•

•

•

•

•

Weak points

•

•

•

•

•

•

personality

adaptability

trust

food

language

habits



Dr. Longobardi has always received great pleasure from these

exchanges. In the last two years CIF has started a Project for Peace

and Dr. Longobardi has hosted two people from Israel and from

Palestine with the purpose of starting a dialogue between the two

parties. This experience was so touching that he is moved while

remembering and showing the photos of those days. The outcome

was very positive indeed.

The CIF President also invited a psychologist from a centre for

battered women, who explains their activity and the experience of

having received a visit from the 2015 participants within the CIF

Italia program.

The President of CIF Italia explains the CIF Peace Project started in

2011 in Cyprus, followed by the participation of a person from

Domenico Merola –

Palestine and one from Israel in the Italian program 2012. After this

joyful experience he learns about an Association formed by the

victims of the conflict, which promotes a dialogue between the

parties. In 2015 Domenico goes to Israel and Palestine to recruit two

professionals for our program. The marvelous thing is that this

“drop in the ocean” is getting larger and larger. In fact, Norway joined

in 2014 with their own version of the Project, Israel and Finland will

follow in 2017! How can we not be hopeful with this feedback?

I am happy to be part of CIF Italia because it is a small Association, but

with great ideals and a brave and persevering president, who is

capable of transforming dreams into reality and who believes in drops

of water becoming an ocean.

CIF Japan invites professionals from the fields of social

work/human services to apply for its “International

Professional Exchange Program.”

Theme:

Program First week:

Second week:

Social Work and Social Welfare Services in Japan

Participants will attend an

orientation and lectures given by the faculties from the

School of Social Work, Doshisha University in Kyoto, on

topics such as contemporary Japanese society, history of

social work in Japan, and family and community issues in

Japan. Post-graduate students at the University will join the

lectures and exchange ideas with participants. Study tours

to various local social welfare agencies/institutions,

museums, and historical spots in the city of Kyoto and its

surrounding areas will be conducted.

Participants will partake in field work at

one of the five social agencies run by social welfare

corporations in Kyoto or other cities. Participants are

requested to choose one of the following: 1) one agency

providing services to the elderly in a comprehensive care

center and the community; 2) one center for mentally

disabled persons, who need support to find employment or

to enhance their social& daily lifeskills;3) two agencies for

children and adolescents in need such as those abused,

those requiring adoption or foster care services, etc.; and

4)one community center providing social services to

children, adolescents, the elderly at home, etc. Alternate

agencies can be sought. Detailed information on

participants' fields of interests should be provided in the

application documents.

Participants should be able to understand

and express themselves in English.

Three participants will be

selected.

Participants will pay 300 Euros and

will be responsible for airfares to/from Japan as well as

medical insurance. CIF Japan will arrange host families, who

will provide accommodations and two meals a day

(breakfast and supper) for free. Transportation costs within

Japan, such as traveling from/to the airport in Osaka,

commuting to the agencies in Kyoto and other cities, and

group excursions are covered by registration fees and CIF

Japan.

April 30th 2017

The application form is available on the website:

. Please send your application to

the CIF branch or contact person in your country after

consulting with them.

Language:

Number of Participants:

Registration Fees:

Application Deadline:

www.cifinternational.com

Submitted by
Michi Sakamoto, new president CIF Japan.
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CIF Morocco FirstCIF Morocco FirstCIF Morocco First
Two Weeks Arrival Friday May Departure Friday May

Professional Exchange Program 2017Professional Exchange Program 2017Professional Exchange Program 2017

Welcome to Morocco: a land of tradition and modernisation

-

-
-

-

-

-

-

-

Orientation / agency visits and placements / host family
living / experience in a multicultural group / evaluation
and farewell event.
Number of participants two to four (2-4)
Participants should be professionalsin human services
with basic training and a minimum of two years of
professional experience in social field
Knowledge of both French and English and if possible
Arabic
Application for each candidate with photo

Participants pay their travel expenses from their country
to Rabat (the capital) and back
Participants are required to apply in their country for a
personal insurance covering medical and emergency
expenses before arrival to the country
CIF Morocco is responsible for securing room and
board and the domestic travels when related to the
program, if necessary.

The two weeks program includes:

- Application deadline: 31st January 2017

Being a member of CIF Morocco, not a member of the board
and since I live in Europe, I responded favourably to the
request of the Moroccan CIF President (Aziz ELBoudiri) to
represent the Branch at the CIF Board of Directors (BD)
meeting, held in Utrecht Holland from 26th to 29th of August
2016. It was such a great honour for me to attend this
important meeting of CIF International and to get to know

closely very nice professionals from the field of social work
who came from different countries.

Right now, I am a Master's marketing student and, as I have
been doing part-time work in the field of social activities since
I was 18, I was always very interested to participate in that
kind of event, which is very important for me.

My history with CIF started from the beginning of my

CIF Morocco Reports on the Utrecht BD Meeting

-

-

-

Mobile number +212(0)667320471/ Home
number +212(0)537536701

Cifmorocco.treasurer@gmail.com( French speaking)
Cifmorocco.president@gmail.com (English and French
speaking)

Participant fees in the cost of the program is : 350 Euros

Application forms should be sent to CIF Morocco
President (Oujda is CIF
Moroccan headquarters') through your national branch or
Contact Person of your country and if not possible through
the NB & CP, please send your application directly to the
f o l l o w i n g e m a i l s : C i f m a r o c 2 0 1 4 @ g m a i l . c o m
Cifmorocco.president@gmail.com

Name of the person responsible for the program in Rabat-
Sale 2017 is: Mohammed ELAIDI (treasurer of CIF
Morocco)

Abdel-Aziz EL Boudiri

For further information about the program in Rabat-Sale
please contact CIF Morocco at:

childhood as I grew up seeing
my father communicating with
several people around the
country in Morocco talking
about the establishment of a
CIF branch, this is besides his
participation with my mother Maria in some CIF conferences. It
has always been interesting and a passion for me.

During the BD meeting in Utrecht, I was delighted to meet
several presidents and members of CIF International andglad
to seeMireille Boucher whom I knew of for many years, but
never met.

Those three days took place in a very relaxed and warm
atmosphere, with an efficient organization that allowed big
decisions about the future of CIF International to step forward.

Ambiance and place:

Aziz ELBoudiri and daughter, Maroua

MOROCCO
By Maroua ELBoudiri,

for CIF Morocco



We were provided with the necessary
comfort to optimally work; the team's good
understanding and cooperation was nice to
see and live.

The planning was well organized so that we
wouldn't resent any wasted time, and
always a friendly work environment. I think
that we answered all questions and
remarks that were asked. The votes went in
a democratic way.

The city is as charming as the country. It was
a real pleasure to discover the city through
the guide and to celebrate the 50th
anniversary of CIF Netherland.

Work and decision

The city of Utrecht

Meetings

To conclude,I am looking forward to seeing

all of you again during the BD meeting of

2020 to be held in Marrakech, Morocco. So

please push and vote for it, I will be there

waiting for you…

I can say that those three days in Utrecht
were an intense cultural exchange. Seeing
so many different nationalities sharing and
gathering in the same place is a beautiful
picture of CIF International. I keep
wonderful memories ofit.

Kindest regards to all,

Maroua / Annecy France

The agencies visited by participants of the 2016
professional exchange program (PEP) organized
by CIF Nepal included: a cancer hospital,mental
health and disabilities organizations.

CIF Nepal Organized Agency Visits for 2016 PEP
Submitted by Krishna, CIF Nepal

Participants at

the farewell

dinner and

certificate

ceremony held

by CIF Nepal on

December 7th

2016.
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In October 2016, 32 participants from Finland, Sweden,
Latvia and Estonia gathered for the 13th Baltic-Nordic
meeting in the capital of southern Estonia – Tartu. It was our
great pleasure to host this friendly and curious groupof CIF

members. For more detailed information about the meeting
please see the following articles by Agneta Bjorklund, Erja
Lappalainen and Leo Heikkilä.

The CIF Nordic-Baltic meeting 2016 group at Taevaskoja,
Estonia

Also during the meeting in the evening of October 8th our
friends from neighbouring countries joined us to
celebrate the CIF Estonia's 15th anniversary.

The first participant from Estonia went to a
CIF programin 1992 right after Estonia regained
its independence from Soviet Union. The first
programs where Estonians took part were in
Finland, USA and Sweden. Cooperation between
Baltic countries, Finland and Sweden, started in
the 1990s, resulting in CIF branches established
in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania and also in
these nice Baltic-Nordic weekend meetings
taking place every second year. Inspired by their
Nordic colleagues in September 5th 2001 four
Estonians and former CIF program participants,
Galina Kilk (CIF contact person up to then), Raul
Kivi, Viiu Orgmets and Valter Parve signed the
documents for establishing the non-profit
organization CIF Estonia. We were glad that two

CIF Baltic-Nordic Meeting in Tartu, Estonia
October 6-9, 2016October 6-9, 2016

ESTONIA
By Margit Randaru,

president of CIF Estonia

of the founding members –
Galina and Valter attended also
the anniversary party in Tartu.

Today CIF Estonia has 32
members; more than 70 social
workers from Estonia have
participated in professional exchange programs all over the
world. In 2005the first Baltic exchange program took place,
organized by Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. CIF-Baltic PEP has
taken place every second year since; in spring 2016 there was
forthe first time a joint program only in Estonia and Latvia.
Besides other activities we have meetings for CIF Estonia
members twice a year in March and in November. Since 2013,
there has taken place a summer seminar each June as well
(except 2016) and for the future we hope to hold this mini-
program tradition every second year with a CIF spirit and study
visits in different locations of Estonia each time.

More on CIF-Estonia:
http://cifestonia.info/
https://www.facebook.com/CifEstonia

The CIF Nordic-Baltic meeting 2016 group at Taevaskoja, Estonia

We believe that is possible!everything
By Agneta Björklund

That is the message conveyed to the
group of participants in the 13th Baltic-
Nordic meeting in Tartu, Estonia October
6–9, 2016 by our hosts.

Tartu is the second largest city in
Estonia and is situated in the
southeastern part of the country. It has a
little over 100 000 inhabitants and is
considered the intellectual center of the
country. Tartu has the nation's oldest
and most renowned university that was
founded in 1632 by the Swedish king
Gustavus II Adolphus.

The four days included a lovely mix of
theory, study visits, cultural exchange
and friendship – the typical CIF-mix all
excellently and efficiently arranged by
the Estonian team lead by Margit

Randaru, CIF Estonia president.
The theme for the four days was “25

years of professional social work in re-
independent Estonia – development and
challenges.” Estonia had given us
homework – we came prepared with
mind-maps to discuss the theme for the
first seminar “Social work challenges in
different countries today.” We worked in
groups and had intense discussions. All
countries face challenges these days –
they are somewhat different, but also
very similar.

The next day was dedicated to study
visits. We started with a presentation of
social work in the municipality of Tartu.
The group was split into four smaller
groups that went to different



By Erja Lappalainen

And every wo/man can make a difference

institutions/agencies on their visits. When we reconvened
in the late afternoon we had the possibility to reflect on what
we had experienced. One group visited the Tammistu family
center that provides support to families with children with
disabilities, another the Tartu Christian Adolescent Home and
Tartu KoiduCenter, both within the child welfare sector. Yet
another group studied special education at the Annelinna
Children's Center and Tartu Maarja School and the fourth
group went to the Tartu Shelter house and the NGO
Independent Life. We were impressed by the enthusiasm that
was shown by the workers at the different places we visited –
if a problem arises it is there to be solved. Resources are
scarce – there are not enough trained
social workers and there is a lack of
money. During Soviet times social
problems were non-existent and there
were no social workers.

Also on Saturday we had a study
visit planned that was to take place in
connection with a hike in the wild nature
of southern Estonia. We visited Maarja
Village – the home of 33 young adults
with learning disabilities. They are
trained to l ive an act ive and
independent life with the support and

friendship of assistants and teachers working and living with
them. They live in family houses, work in the workshops
making handicraft that can be sold at the institution but also in
a store situated in one of the malls in Tartu. Although it rained,
we hiked a couple of kilometres with umbrellas into the forest
to look at sand-caves. A good experience in spite of the
weather conditions – well in line with the quote above “we
believe that everything is possible.” In the afternoon we
returned to Tartu and a good majority of the group visited the
newly opened National Museum of Estonia built on a former
Soviet airfield.

On Saturday night we were invited to celebrate CIF
Estonia's 15th birthday at the Gunpowder Cellar – a pub
situated in a building from the late 18th century originally built
to store gunpowder. We had a lovely dinner with an amazing
birthday cake for dessert!

Our last seminar on Sunday morning took place at Tartu
University with the title “Social work education in Estonia and
other countries.” An excellent presentation was given by Judit
Strömpl, the p

My first acquaintance with social work in Estonia was in
the late 1990's when I worked at the Ministry of Social Affairs
in Sweden and we were invited to come to our colleagues at
the Social Ministry in Tallinn and talk about how to develop

services and legislation concerning
children in institutions. We visited
institutions and discussed how changes
could be made in those big not at all
child-friendly institutions from the
Soviet times. I could see now that
changes have taken place in the way
children are cared for in institutions –
impressive is the word that first comes
to my mind! We should all be inspired by
the optimism and enthusiasm in the
representatives of Estonian social
workers that we met in Tartu.

rogram director of social work and social policy
studies at the University of Tartu. It is amazing to see how
social work has developed in the 25 years of reindependence in
Estonia.

On Friday all participants got into
different groups f

play and take an interest
in different kinds of club-activities.Very
of ten ch i ld ren come from soc ia l
backgrounds where there can be social
problems like alcoholism, family violence,
low economic situation, etc. But also
families can have good incomes, when for
example father is working in Finland or in
another European country, children are then
living in reality with a one-parent family and
children can get new phones and clothes,
but no time from their fathers.

Social support and different kind of
club-

or field visits and we (Erja,
Pekka and Leo) visited first

,
which is a place where school age children
can go after school to make their homework
and get study help, have some extra school
lessons, study and

activities in Annelinna Children´s
Center are helping children to have some
good free time and helping them develop the
good sides of their personalities and skills of

MTÜ Öökull
(NGO Owl) Annelinna Children´s Center

group work. It's mostly preventive work.
Children are not on streets and they are not
pi

The Manager of the Center, Agnieszka
Kunz told us about activities and ideas of
Annelinna Children Center. The Center is
open on weekdays 12-18. In some evenings
there are also movies or theatre. At the
Annelinna Children's center there are
workers like teachers, care workers, family
workers and volunteers. Many volunteers
come from different European countries
with European Voluntary Services (part of
European Union's Erasmus + Programme)
support. Agnieszka Kunz came originally as
a volunteer from Poland.

After the morning activity we visited a
school for mentally/physically disabled
children: . Very different

lfering or doing other criminal acts.

By Leo Heikkilä

Tartu Maarja Kool

http://europa.eu/youth/volunteering/or
ganisation/945611679_en
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In early November 2016, CIF Spain held their

Annual General Assembly meeting and elected a

new Board of Directors for a two-year period. We

are glad to introduce you to the new members:

President: Mª José Sánchez Tera

Vicepresident: Almudena Pérez Sánch

Secretary: Susana Ortiz Soto

Treasurer: Miguel Montañés Grado

Vocal: Beatriz Contreras Milla

Vocal: Vanesa Santos Casado

Let us inform you that the number of the Spanish

ez

SPAIN ELECTS NEW BOARD OF DIRECTORS
CIF members is growing

little by little and that we

keep working with the

same enthusiam from the

beginning, in this

wonderful project.

We hope to announce our first Spanish International

Exchange Program in 2018.

We look forward to seeing you all at the next

International CIF Conference, Greece.

Until then, receive a warm greeting.

Newly elected CIF Spain Board of Directors 2016 – 2018 CIF Spain Annual General Assembly

field for any of us.

In early years of 90's Dr. Helle Känd came to an
initiative that there has to be plac

This meant hard work in pioneer spirit, some
backlashes, but forward attitude. With active
networking and cooperation in and out of the country,
fight for the rights began to bring results. Today's

presents the famous U-curve on its
upward top of the result: the old manor house
expanded to the bigger unit with a lot of natural
wood, harmonious colours, open space, a lot of light
and views to the nature, to and from the
neighbourhood. Every child's needs are seen
individually, all class rooms modified: seats, a bed
according to a child's special needs.

Our visit was first an introduction to the premises and the
substance of the curriculum by a teacher and thereafter
guidance to the depth of the philosophy of the school by Dr.
Känd: a bit anthroposophy, a bit Waldorf, but much

e and future for her
child too, as disabled children had no room or place
in educational system in the Estonia of Soviet- time
era, but nursing homes behind a thick forest and
pristine. Together with Anne Daniel-Karlsen with
similar situation and volunteers they decided to
start getting more than permissions to use the space
at different schools: normal education for their and
fellow parents' children with special needs in urban
environment. That was astart with little means.

local
wisdom and knowledge with strong spirit. All echoing the
message of

Maarja School

Henry B. Ollendorff: every wo/man can make
the difference.

http://www.maarja.tartu.ee/

I must say that we were very inspired by all we saw and
heard especially when this introduction and got further
perspective with the next full day visit to adulthood of the
pupils in described by Agneta above. There, all
students and workers had a role as an individual in
living/housing arrangements of seven or so as well as daily
working activity; every item of production: clay and pottery as
well as carpets had a useful or artistic value - meaning.

Maarja village

SPAIN
By Mª José Sánchez Tera,

President of CIF Spain



Being a participant of CIF Sweden! My first tour to a European
country: in fact, my first tour abroad: I was as excited as a kid with
his first dish of ice-cream. I was all geared up for a month long
tour to Sweden in April 2016.

After a long travel of about 18 hours (including seven hours of
transit at Doha Airport), I landed at Arlanda Airport, Stockholm.I
found myself with on a new lease on life. I waited for one of my
fellow participants from Turkey to arrive and together we figured
out which bus to get on to reach the place we were supposed to be.
Without much difficulty we found the Flygbussarna shuttle bus
from the airport as instructed by the president of CIF Sweden,
Birgit Pettersson.

From the very beginning of our association, Birgit had left no
stones unturned to help us to get acquainted with Sweden.
It took us nearly an hour and a half hour to reach the hostel we
were living in. We were received with open arms by the members
of CIF. It took me a while to adjust to time and to cope with the jet
lag but by the evening I was better. At

inquisitiveness
ofdiscovering new things in a new country, the excitement of how
things are going to turn out kept me occupied the whole night.

The program kick started from the very next day. The program
was divided into two parts – agency orientations and field
placement. The first two weeks, we visited some important social
institutions in Sweden, including the Social Services, the
Stockholm University Social Work Department, Swedish local
authority, the Municipality office, Social worker's Trade Union,
the Parliament, etc. In addition to the theoretical visits, we also
had the privilege of visiting some culturally significant places like
the City Hall of Stockholm where the Nobel Prize dinner is hosted,
different museums, and the public library.

The next two weeks we were sent off to our respective field
placement cities. I was placed in Gothenburg, the second largest
city of Sweden. Gothenburg is located on the west coast, in
southwestern Sweden, about halfway between the capitals
Copenhagen, Denmark and Oslo, Norway. It is also known as the
port city. My field placement at Gothenburg was made on the
basis of choices and priorities I had made, as I wanted to visit the
universities in Sweden.I got an opportunity to visit Gothenburg
University in Gothenburg and made series of discussions,
interactions and presentations with students, professors,
academicians, social workers and other like-minded people. The
presentations and discussions were quite fruitful.Part of my field
placement in Gothenburg also included visiting agencies and
organizations that worked with social problems like domestic
violence, drug rehabilitation, abandoned children, juvenile
delinquents and cancer patients.

On the fun part, whenever I was free from the professional
visits, I was lucky enough to visit some of the important places at
Gothenburg with my host families like the biggest fish market,
the old street of Haga, the Magasinkvarteret (the Shopping
Quarter) and the southern archipelago.

The host family living was the best part and was like an icing
on the cake for the CIF exchange program. I will never find enough
words to express my gratitude towards people who were my host
families: Monica Hedenbro, Ulric, Irene Schmidt, Clara Mikkelsson,
Jessica Pettersson, Hanna Stendhal and Lisa Sandstrom. They
are the people who made me feel like home while I was in Sweden.

Every evening after a long tiring day, as I got back home they

dinner that evening, we
were given a program schedule and the details of the days ahead
in Sweden.

My first night in Sweden had so much to explore and
experience. The tiredness of traveling so long, the feeling of
missing families back home, the joy of meeting other fellow
participants, the desire to know about them, the

would roll out the welcome mat.
After dinner, they sat to share
what I went through the whole
day.In Lisa, Monica and Irene, I
would find a mother back at
home!

In a nutshell, Sweden was a complete learning opportunity
with its ups and downs. The pleasure of people's hospitality, the
excitement of learning a different system, the joy of discovering
new things every day, the challenges of managing time, the
difficulty in finding out new places on your own, metro travels,
trams and bus travels, the fear of getting lost and many more; all
ofthese experiences made it wonderful and adventurous.

I had some important observations of the Swedish people that
are worth sharing. The Swedish people were very particular about
time. If you were two minutes late in Sweden you are “Two
Minutes Late!” They were always before time everywhere, but
never late. Another important observation was on how much they
cherished the spring weather that was at the doorstep.The spring
overwhelms them so much that they would never fail an
opportunity to welcome or appreciate it.

The flowers, sun, the birds and animals – everything for them
was bringing spring. The Swedish houses were very cozy and had
lots of candles to make it cozier. Swedish food was best. The
Swedish meat balls, the lingonberry jam, so many varieties of
cheese, herring fish, salmon, reindeer meat, home-baked cakes
and varieties of bread were some of the Swedish delicacies.When
people asked me what I liked the most about Sweden, I would
always say, the Swedish food. Sweden offered admirable
hospitality. Nepal has always been known for their hospitality all
over the world. But after visiting Sweden, I would say that Swedish
people are even better!

Nepal Participant Describes Sweden's PEP

as a“Complete Learning Opportunity”

NEPAL
By Smriti Karanjit,

CIF Kathmandu, Nepal
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FACEBOOK USERS
Click on this link to join the CIP/CIF social media

group and connect or reconnect with your CIP/CIF
family and friends worldwide:

https://www.facebook.com/groups/89002757584/

CIF Board of Directors Meeting
Dates Announced

The CIF Board of Directors (BD) will meet
in Kalamata, GREECE at on following
dates and times:

Saturday 16 September 13.30 - 18.00

Sunday 17 September 09.00 - 17.00

Monday 18 September 09.00 - 13.30
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t o e x p e r i e n c e a p o p u l a r
Ta i w a n e s e a c t i v i t y - K T V
(karaoke). For the second week,
we moved to Eastern Taiwan.
Compared with the densely
populated capital, Hualien
County is a very relaxed place and full of indigenous cultures.The
participants visited an indigenous community, had conversations
with local social work practitioners, professors and students. We

even took a ferry to the Pacific Ocean for whale and dolphin
watching and went to a peaceful beach. The last weekend we came
back to Taipei for the second reflection, the final

Taiwan has been waiting for this moment for
over 30 years! Finally we started the CIF program!
Thanks to all CIF friends who have helped us.
Without your support we could not make it.

First of all, I would like to appreciate CIF Switzerland and the
president, Elisabeth,very much. They gave me the opportunity to
be an“observer” in their 2016 program in May. I learned how to
prepare forholding a CIF program. For instance, how many issues
we should discuss before the program; what are the tips to
choose host families and match them with participants; to have
backup plans for host family in case something happens;how to
arrange the schedule; how to sense the needs of participants and
to react to their requests, etc. These were so helpful for me to
design our program. Besides, I also played the role as a
photographer. I was glad to catch lots of fantastic moments for
everyone during the program.

CIF Taiwan held the program during October 15~29. It started
in our capital, Taipei. The three participants were from Sweden,
Estonia and Spain. The first weekend was the orientation
including the introduction of CIF, CIF Taiwan,our country and the
child & family social welfare, the welcome party and
participant's presentation. The first week, we visited Taiwan
Association of Social Workers,the central government (the
deputy minister of Ministry of Health and Welfare, Executive Yuan,
and its Department of Protective Services), the local government
(Department of Social Welfare, Taipei City Government, Taipei
City Center for Prevention of Domestic Violence and Sexual
Assault), a high school and many NGOs. After the serious visits
for the whole week, we had the reflection time to think what we
learned on Saturday. Then we took the participants

CIF Taiwan Holds First Exchange Program
TAIWAN

By Ya-Chuan Hsu,

President CIF Taiwan

Snacks and tea are very important for Taiwan. We gave the

participants the reusable utensils for reducing the use of

disposal tableware.

Riding scooters for the youth outreach and interacting

with Amis people in an indigenous community were

very precious experiences for participants.



evaluation and farewell party.

During the 15 days, not only the participants but also the
team members of CIF Taiwan experienced lots of cultural shock
from each other. We also saw how the social welfare system in a
country was affected by its cultures and people's values. There
were so many dilemmas when we think about how social workers
make a better change in a society with very different cultures and
values from what social work believed good. I also felt the self-
confidence and the critical thinking from the participants that
Taiwanese people or Taiwanese social workers rarely have.

On the other hand, I got positive feedback from the host
families,the agencies we visited and our friends who helped with
translation. They were very glad to interact with foreign social
workers. The exchange stimulated Taiwanese social workers to

One of our host families made these banners

spontaneously. Participants and the host

families(the left picture), five of our seventeam

members (on the right) were very happy at the

farewell party!

think deeper about their work and increased their curiosity about
the social services in other countries. Actually, it was very difficult
to find host families at the beginning because Taiwanese people
have almost the longest work hours in the world. Many people told
me they didn't know when they could leave offices for home.
Luckily, we found great families and they would like to be host
family in our next program.

It was very special for me to work onand to participate
in two programs this year. Although I was physically tired
to spend almost every day in the programs,I felt my life was
fulfilled in my heart. My dream to hold a CIF program came
true. The last but not the least, it was fantastic to make so
many good friends with the participants. Love you guys!

CIF Taiwan Program – a Precious ExperienceCIF Taiwan Program – a Precious Experience
The 2016 CIF Taiwan program is our first CIF international activity. I am

glad to have the opportunity to see and learn from social workers from other

countries These three

countries: Estonia, Spain and

Sweden all needed a long flight

to get to Taiwan.

I am so happy to know

these new friends and have

their visit. They serve in the

same career as mine. It gave

usa basic common ground to

talk about our services and

listen to each other's

experience. Like Barbara (from

Estonia), I cannot pronounce

her name right. Still, I am

touched by her enthusiasm of

service. Her insistence of being

on time also impressed me.

.

It was my most precious

experience of 2016. Hope we

get to continue to do this!

By ,

CIF Taiwan IPEP team member

Tung-Ru J. Shieh

CIF Taiwan Program – a Precious ExperienceCIF Taiwan Program – a Precious Experience
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N h o (Hello in Taiwan)! My name is Barbara and I would
like to share with you the opportunity which was given to me to
see and learn about child protection system in Taiwan through
a CIF programme.I am working in a small country called
Estonia (population 1.3 million), for a non-governmental
organization (NGO) that provides various health and social
services. For example we are the NGO that runs the 116 111
Helpline and the 116 000 Hotline for Missing Children. We also
work on various social projects around Europe.

i a

Working in my current job has given me the possibility to see

how social work is done and social services are provided in various

countries around Europe. The reason I decided to apply for the CIF

programme in Taiwan was because I did not yet have the

opportunity to see how social work is carried out in other countries

outside Europe. As soon as I saw that there is an opportunity to go

to Taiwan I knew this was something I have to see.

university where

you could study social work and many NGO´s that provided

various social

, , , ,

s view is

the land of NGO´S and Hotlines so in

of the work

done by Hotlines and NGO´s but

no

In

Taiwan however as much as you

have NGO´s and Hotlines you

My exchange programme (15.10. 2016-29.10.2016) took

place mostly in Taipei, the capital of Taiwan. I would like to say a

big thank you to the CIF Taiwan team! The words kind, hard-

working, friendly and professional are the best words to describe

their whole team. Altogether we had three participants (including

me) attending the programme. My other two colleagues were from

Sweden and Spain and all of us are working with children and

families. Although the programme lasted only for two weeks, the

CIF Taiwan team did their best to introduce to the participants how

the child protection system is working in Taiwan and what services

are provided for children and families. During this intense

programme we managed to visit the Ministry of Health and

Welfare, local governments, various Hotlines, a

services to families and children. We had the chance

to see how social work with children should be done according to

the different laws and regulations and how the work is done in the

field – so the real life.

There are 23 500 000 people living in Taiwan and 4 150 000 of

them are children. I imagine that no matter what continent and what

country you go to the real life will always look different then it is on

paper, so it was also in Taiwan. With the first days we managed to

visit governmental organizations (Ministry and local

governments). I was very impressed and amazed with all the

assessment tools, reporting platforms for specialist, mandatory

network meetings, laws and legislations the government had

developed. I would say that Taiwan from a social worker'

the second part of the first

week we started to visit them and that is when I realized that not

everything is as it seems on paper. The government takes a big role

in financing much

t such a big responsibility in the

actual work with children and

families. I will not compare the

child protection systems here in

Europe and in Taiwan in great

detail because I understand that

they are different, but I would just

like to bring up some findings and

facts which we learned and saw

during our programme.

In many countries around

Europe we use the case manager

system in child protection work

and usually the case manager is the

child protector (or social worker)

from the local government.

have case managers. Each

organization that we visited

Ni hao Taiwan!Ni hao Taiwan!
presented themselves as the case managers and each of them had

special files for the family.Another interesting finding we made was

the fact that in Taiwan child protection cases are only cases where

the child has fallen a victim of

violence (physical, emotional and

sexual). Any other case like for

example drug abuse, drop outs,

families with social problems,

etc.are listed as “high risk social

families” and are managed by

social workers. What makes the work hard is also the fact that there

are many laws and legislations that the social worker and child

protector have to follow, and in some cases the laws and legislations

were working against each other.The whole system left me feeling

confused and worried so I imagine how hard it may be for the

children and their families. Child protection in Taiwan is also

complicated due to the cultural background.The role of the

grandparents within the families is still quite big, and corporal

punishment is not banned by law and many people still use it as a

way to raise children. A whole other thing was to work with the

indigenous communities, in Taiwan they have 16 and each has their

own language and a chief. In order to work with them you need to

fully know and understand their language and culture within the

community. We even managed to meet and cook dinner with one of

them in Hualien a city two hours away from Taipei – it was an

experience like no other!

Social workers who were working inside this complex system

were amazing and dedicated to their work. Like in so many other

countries social work is not a profession which is very popular in

Taiwan, in fact social work as a profession was recognized only in

1995 after a big demonstration made by 3000 social workers. The

people who do work in this field and who we managed to meet did

their job with a great passion and it was very inspiring. When

talking to them about their child protection system and their

thoughts about it we understood that in many parts they shared our

thoughts and were very interested to hear more about the child

protection in our countries.Best practice exchanges gave us the

opportunity to not only improve and develope as specialists, but

also to get new ideas and thoughts of how to improve services in our

everyday work.

My motivation to apply for this programme wasto widen my

knowledge as a specialist andto see how social work is done in other

countries outside Europe. I feel that this criteria was met and in

addition to that I managed to meet devoted social workers who I am

happy to have as my professional colleagues. To those who have not

yet visited this country and want to have an intense and unique CIF

programme, I highly recommend CIF Taiwan programme!

ESTONIA
By Barbara Haage,

CIF Estonia
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Creating Bridges of

Understanding

Update from , President and CEO CIPUSALisa PurdyCIPUSA has been celebrating cross-cultural understanding for

60 years through our exchange programs. Just this past year,

through our collaborations and network of partners, CIPUSA hosted over 300 international professionals in the U.S., administered

grants from the and the , as well as supported

our Affiliate Office in bringing a group of American social work students to Ireland for a study abroad experience.

These are just a few of our accomplishments. The greatest accomplishments however, are the friendships and lasting

relationships that are created through these programs.

Our goal is, and always has been, to create bridges of understanding between nations and people. And now, more than ever, we

need to continue to build bridges of peace and understanding as we move forward into the next year.

Open World Leadership Network U.S. Department of State Cleveland Foundation

www.cipusa.org

, ,

In Memoriam –
About Jan Igefjord,
former president of CIF Sweden

A dedicated member of CIF-Sweden, Jan Igefjord, died on February 11,
20

field and emergency response worker but
quickly advanced to becomedistrict manager. From

16 at the age of 70. His family included his wife Gudrun and the twins
Hanna and Sara, who just have turned 18. Jan worked in the municipality of
Jönköping almost all his professional life, from 1974 until he retired. He
started his social work career as a

1997 he worked close to

the municipal management as integration coordinator. His strength was to create working relationships and use his network of politicians and

officials in different parts of the municipal offices as well asmembers of different organizations.

Jan had many interests. He ran marathons also late in life, liked to go to soccer games, take sauna baths, spend time outdoors etc. He liked

people, in particular those who were not mainstream. He was a warm and spontaneous person and could at the same time be very straightforward
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and provocative – with a sense of humor! He was an ingenious and

down-to-earth person and preferred a reasonable amount of chaos.

Jan managed the trick to be restless and present at the same time.

Jan also liked to travel and get to know other cultures. He went

on the CIP-program in1979 and was part of the CIF-Indian program in

1986/87. He organized programs for participants in Jönkö

Jan was first diagnosed with cancer in the summer of 2014. He

went through treatment and seemed to recover. He attended the CIF-

conference in Sigtuna together with his American host family in

August 2015, even though he was not feeling well. He seemed to

enjoy meeting his CIF-friends from far and near. His cancer returned a

few months later and he died six months later. His funeral took place

on March 11 in the parish church of Barnarp close to his home. The

church was full of relatives, friends and people belonging to Jan's

different networks. Several CIF-Sweden members attended and at

the memorial meeting after the funeral service, Roland Mattisson

spoke on behalf of all of us in CIF-Sweden about CIF and what Jan has

meant to our organization.

ping for

many years – finding field experiences and host families. He was

president of CIF-Sweden 2012-2014. He was very much involved in

CIF and used to greet new participants with the words: “Now you will

become part of a very big family!”

Dear all, It is with a very heavy heart that I bring to your knowledge

the untimely and sudden dead of the Cameroon CIF president in the

person of Albert Kalle.

It has however been very difficult for me to get to you because I

was not in Cameroon when he passed on and the secretary is equally

not in good health. This made it difficult to inform everybody.

To this effect, we are having accessibility problem with the

CIFCAM email due to the poor health of our secretary and the death of

the president.

We will hence, be using my email for all communication till we

meet during the next meeting to decide on the way forward of the

organization.

We count on your humbled and beloved concern and prayers as we

go through this very delicate moment in the life of the founder and

president of CIFCAM.

Be richly blessed.

HARRISON AJEBE NNOKO NGAAJE,

Vice President of CIF Cameroon

TEL: (237) 99 13 38 03 (237) 74 40 04 61, FAX: (237) 33 33 28 43

Albert Kalle,
former president of CIF Cameroon
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AUSTRALIA:

AUSTRIA:

CAMEROON:

CYPRUS:

ESTONIA:

FINLAND:

FRANCE:

GERMANY:

GREECE (HELLAS):
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ISRAEL:
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JAPAN:

KENYA:

KYRGYZSTAN:

President: Ms. Sue Ross.

E-mail: ; : Secretary Glenys

Roper. Website:

President:Ms. Silvia Nutter:

E-mail: ;

President: Ms. Denise Grieshaber: E-mail: ;

Fax: +61 8 8440 6840: Website:

President: Ms. Judith Lamatsch. E-mail: ,

Website:

President: Not known yet, contact person: Yinkfu Alfred

Email: ; E-mail:

President: Dr. Maria Christopoulou; e-mail:

President: Ms. Margit Randaru, Mails: and

; Website: ;

CIF-Estonia facebook: https://www.facebook.com/CifEstonia?ref=hl;

Skype: cif.estonia

President: Mr. Leo Heikkilä: E-mail: ;

; Website:

President: Ms. Mireille Boucher: E-mail: ;

Website:

President: Ms. Renate Wisbar.E-mail: and:

; Website:

President: Ms.Elisavet Bakagianni:

Email: ;

Website:

President: Ms. Iva Athavia: E-mail: ;

And :

President: Dr. Edna Bar-on; E mail: ;

President: Mr. Mimmo Merola, E-mail:

; ; Website:

President: Mr. Masamichi Sakamoto; E-mail :

Website:

President: Mr. Ronald Miller Mbehelo ; E-mail:

President: Ms. Gulasel Nogoibaeva;

E-mail: and

mlskross@hotmail.com cifanz@yahoo.co.nz

www.cifanz.org.nz

cif2010argentina@gmail.com

prc@senet.com.au

www.cifaustralia.org

cifaustria@yahoo.com

www.cifaustria.at

yinkfu_alfred@yahoo.com cifcam@yahoo.com

kdg@cytanet.com.cy

mail@cifestonia.info

margit.randaru@gmail.com www.cifestonia.info

leo.heikkila@gmail.com

info@ciffinland.org www.ciffinland.org

ciffrance@orange.fr

mirboucher@aol.com www.cif-france.org

Info@cif-germany.de

renate.wisbar@cif-germany.de www.cif-germany.de

cifhellas@cifhellas.org elisavetb@gmail.com

www.cifhellas.org

ivathavia_17@yahoo.co.in

cif_india@yahoo.co.in

baroned@013.net.il

www.cif.org.il

mimmo@thelanguagecentre.it

cifitalia@cifitalia.it www.cifitalia.it

cifjapan08@gmail.com;

http://cif-japan.papnet.jp

kenyacif@ymail.com

gulasel2004@yandex.ru cifkl@mail.ru

LATVIA:

LITHUANIA:

MOROCCO:

NEPAL:

NETHERLANDS:

NORWAY:

RUSSIA:

SCOTLAND (UK):

SLOVENIA:

SPAIN:

SWEDEN:

SWITZERLAND:

TAIWAN:

TURKEY:

UNITED STATES:

CIP/USA:

President: Ms. Ieva Antonsone; E-mail:

President: Ms.Diana Stankaitiene; E-Mail:

President: Mr. Aziz Elboudiri; Emai:

President: Mr. Krishna Acharya:E-mail: ;

President: Ms. Mieke Weeda;

E-mail: Website:

President: Ms. Linda Pettersen;

E mail: ; website:

President:Maria Meshcheryakova ; e-mail:

and:

President: Ms. Anne Robertson;

E-mail:

President: Ms. Tatjana Prašnikar;

E-Mail:

President: Ms. Maria José Sánchez; E-Mail:

President:Birgit Petterson,E-mail:

Website:

President: Ms. Elisabeth Fischbacher Schrobiltgen:

E-mail: ;

Website:

President:Mr. Chung-Chi Hsiao: E-mail:

Vice president Ms. Ya-Chuan Hsu. Facebook: CIF Taiwan

President: Mr. Mustafa Dernek; E-mail:

Website:

President;Ms. Carolyn Sutton,

E-mail: ; website:

President & CEO: Ms. Lisa Purdy Council of International Programs

USA; E-mail: : ;

;

ciflatvia@gmail.com

cif.lietuva@gmail.com

cifmaroc2014@gmail.com

cif.nepal2010@gmail.comor

kirshna533@hotmail.com

info@cifnetherlands.nl www.cifnetherlands.nl

lindacifnorway@outlook.com www.cifnorway.com

cifrussia@mail.ru

mm1983@bk.ru

cifscotland.uk.scio@gmail.com

tatjana.prasnikar@gmail.com

spaincif@gmail.com

info@cifsweden.se

www.cifsweden.se

fischbacher@cif-switzerland.ch

http://www.cif-switzerland.ch

ciftaiwan@gmail.com

cifturkey@cifturkey.org

www.cifturkey.org

carolyn.sutton8@gmail.com www.cif-usa.com

lisa@cipusa.org info@cipusa.org www.cipusa.org

We're on the Web!

www.cifinternational.com
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This issue of CIF NEWS was designed and printed in Cyprus

by Gregory Hadjimichalakis, e-mail: hadjimichalakis@yahoo.gr
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We're on the Web!

www.cifinternational.com

Algeria

Brazil

Jordan –

Luxembourg

Madagascar

Pakistan

Palestine

Croatia

Serbia

–Mr. Hamoudi Hocine, Algiers, Algeria

– Marilda de Rezende, Praça Benedito Calixto, 186 ap. 85
, São Paulo, Phone: +55-11-3088-8406

E-mail:

, Omiška 18, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Mobile: +385915458707, Email:

Bassam I. Haddad, P.O. Box 3172 Amman 11181, Jordan
Mobile: +962 795530290 Phone: +962 65866290
Email:

- Ms. Anne Botzem, 33, rue Jean Bertels; L-1230
Luxembourg E-mail:

– Mr. Theodoric Rajaonary, Block 15, porte1, 67ha
North West, 101 Antananarivo, Madagascar
Phone: +261- 34 05 045 19; +261-3311-246 27
E-mail:

Ms. Tajreen Midhat, Email:

– Dr. Mohammed Alami, P.O. Box 19762,
East Jerusalem Mobile: +972 52 72 555 20
Email: Skype: mdalami

hocinelesouk@gmail.com

marilda.rezende@uol.com.br

zlataricdunja@gmail.com

bhs.jordan@yahoo.com

anne.botzem@ltc.lu

theo.doric2525@yahoo.com

- tmidhat@gmail.com

mdalami@gmail.com

05406-040 SP, Brazil

– Ms. Dunja Zlatariæ

– Dr. Olivera M. Cirkovic, Uralska 42/18, 11 000 Belgrade,
Serbia, Phone: +381 61 162 65 70, Email:
olivera.cirkovic@map.org.rs

Marriage of Marouha from

Morocco

Marouha is the daughter of Azis from Morocco

who replaced him at the August Board of

Directors meeting in the Netherlands. She is

studying, staying and married abroad in France.

The photos are from her marriage.

Congratulations and best wishes to the couple

and their families!

Election Committee members appointed to facilitate the

September 2017 executive committee (EC) election in

Kalamata, Greece:

Suzanne Schorro – Switzerland schorros@gmail.com

Phone: 041 22 347 46 50

Zarin Gupta – India zgupta@usa.net

Jane Ollendorff – USA jane.franko@charter.net

Phone: 314.791.6466

Also, the BD discussed and updated the election guidelines

procedures to comply with the 2015 changes in the CIF

International statues. Members of the board of directors and

contact persons will receive information about the

nominations process and election by email in the New Year.

2017 Election Committee Appointed

at BD Meeting in Utrecht

Message from the Editor

Presidents Message

32nd International Conference

Countries Talk

Bridges of Understanding

In Memoriam

Contact Persons for Countries

without a Branch Office

Contact Persons for Countries

without a Branch Office


